Fig. S1. Shows the typical fitted ellipsometry spectra for ellipsometric parameters  and  ; the calculated parameters match very well with the measured data. Figure S1 . Ellipsometric parameter fitting spectra for 9.6 nm silver film at 58 o incident angle.
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Ellipsometry spectra
Fig. S1. Shows the typical fitted ellipsometry spectra for ellipsometric parameters  and  ; the calculated parameters match very well with the measured data. Figure S1 . Ellipsometric parameter fitting spectra for 9.6 nm silver film at 58 o incident angle.
Hadley equation
The transmittance spectrum was calculated according to Hadley equation :   1   1   2  3  4   1  2  3  4 cosh sinh cos sin cosh sinh cos sin
where R and T represent respectively the reflectance and transmittance when light is incident onto substrate from a film. n and k are respectively the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index of the reflecting material, i.e. the film; n g is the refractive index of the substrate. Here,
Considering a system of metal film deposited on a fused silica wafer, its total 
where R 0 and T 0 are reflectance and transmittance from the interface between vacuum and substrate respectively. R 1 is reflectance of the interface between the film and the substrate.
Surface topography analysis
To explore the influence of surface particle size on film properties, the surface morphology information was collected using atomic force microscopy (AFM) in the tapping mode (SII NanoTechnology Inc. NanoCute). AFM images in Figure S2 shows the surface morphology of Ag thin films with different thicknesses. They clearly indicate that all thin films are made of nanoparticles. 2. Vanderdr, A., Evolutionary selection a principle governing growth orientation in vapour-deposited layers. Philips Research Reports, 22, 267 (1967) .
